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Abstract: In this work, analytical pushover curves for concentric braced steel frames with active
tension diagonal bracings (X-CBF) are proposed. A pushover “spindle”, characterized by two trilinear
analytical capacity curves defined for an X-CBF system subjected to prefixed lateral forces distribution,
is defined. The curves are able to grasp the elasto-plastic behavior of the X-CBFs. The reliability of
this analytical proposal is verified by a series of numerical comparisons obtained through an accurate
finite element model, calibrated on the basis of experimental results. The proposal is extended to
whole single- and multi-storey structures, showing a good correspondence with the numerical results
of the analyzed case studies.

Keywords: concentric braced steel frames; lateral stiffness; pushover analysis; seismic behavior;
buckling phenomena

1. Introduction

It is known that the use of X-CBF systems with active tension diagonal bracings is
widespread in the seismic areas because of their great efficiency against horizontal actions.
In particular, during an earthquake, the energy is dissipated through the diagonals that
have high plasticization in tension and buckling phenomena in compression, while beams
and columns remain in general elastics [1–3].

This type of bracing is particularly used in steel buildings, both for single-floor systems
(industrial buildings) and multi-storey residential and office buildings, due to its high
dissipative capacity and cheapness of realization.

As is well known, the hysteretic behavior of the X-CBF is strongly influenced by
buckling in compression, plasticization in tension and pinching phenomenon when there is
the inversion of the seismic actions. Current codes treat differently the buckling phenomena
of the brace in compression. The EN1998-1 (also referred to as Eurocode 8 or EC8, [1]), in a
seismic elastic analysis, requires to consider the contributions of the in-tension diagonals
only. This design methodology of X-CBF steel structures may lead to uneconomical and
poorly efficient structures, as underlined in several past studies [4–6]. If the designer
wants to consider also the compressed members, it is necessary to perform non-linear
static or dynamic analyses, more accurate and complete but surely more complex than the
elastic ones [7]. The American AISC 341-16 [2] requires to consider also the compressed
diagonal. Two separate analyses are requested: one elastic, in which all braces are assumed
to resist the seismic action with their expected strength in tension or compression (pre-
buckling phase), and a second one, plastic, in which the in-tension diagonal is with its
expected strength and the compressed one with its expected post-buckling strength [2,8].
The Canadian [9] and Japanese [10] codes, in a similar way, require two different checks for
the two behavior phases, with different relationships. In [11], a simplified design method
based on a linear elastic response spectrum analysis is presented, by considering both the
braces and using a modified stiffness of the system, as obtained by an appropriate reduction
of the braces area.
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The hysteretic behavior of the CBF has been deeply analyzed in the last thirty years,
both theoretically and experimentally. Many studies, as in [12–15], have demonstrated that
an X-CBF subjected to monotonic or cyclic horizontal increasing actions is characterized by
a three-phase behavior (Figure 1). In the first phase (“Pre-Buckling phase”), the braces are
both active; in the second one (“Post-Buckling phase”), the compressed braces are buckled;
in the third one (“Plastic phase”), the braces in tension plasticize.
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Figure 1. Schematization of the three phases of a X-CBF response under an increasing load; phase 1:
elastic behavior with both diagonals active; phase 2: elastic behavior with a single active diagonal;
phase 3: plastic phase.

The modelization of the non-linear behavior for the different phases is complex and
may lead to errors of assessment [12,16]. In particular, three different categories of model-
ing have been developed [7,17]: phenomenological models; beam–column elements with
different approaches to describing the interaction between axial forces and second-order
effects; and three-dimensional finite element models. The first ones are the simplest, but
they need a calibration on experimental data. In contrast, the last ones are not generally
used in structural engineering applications because of their complexity in terms of compu-
tational effort. Thus, commonly, the second ones are the most used and allow obtaining
accurate results without an excessive computational load. In these cases, the X-CBF is
modeled through frame elements connected by hinges. The plasticity can be concentrated
or distributed along the element, according to a fiber modeling.

If we want to perform a pushover analysis on an X-CBF, it is required to adequately
consider the three different behavior phases. In this work, a method to get a trilinear
pushover “spindle” is proposed and described in Section 2. Then, an X-CBF model is
validated through a real experimental test [12] by considering a beam-elements model
with distributed plasticity, according to a fiber modeling (Section 3). The accuracy of the
proposal is demonstrated on different X-CBFs by varying the slenderness of the brace
(Section 4). Finally, the proposal is extended to mono- and multi-storey steel buildings
(Section 5), by analyzing different case studies (Section 6).

2. Trilinear Proposed Curves

As seen in the introduction, a one-floor X-CBF has a three-phase behavior (Figure 1):

• In phase 1, the X-CBF has a high lateral stiffness (K = K1 ), everything remains elastic,
and there are no buckling phenomena;

• In phase 2, the structure loses about half of its lateral stiffness because of the buckling
of the compressed diagonal; by neglecting the contribution of this one, the lateral
stiffness becomes K = K2 = K1/2;

• In phase 3, the system loses all its stiffness (K = K3 ∼= 0) because of the yielding of
the diagonal in tension.

For the presence of these different phases, the cyclic behavior is characterized by
important phenomena of pinching in and out of the plane of the X-CBF. The second-phase
stiffness K2 of an X-CBF, under the hypothesis of neglecting the post-critical contribution of
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the compressed diagonal, can be easily calculated on the basis of the configuration reported
in Figure 2. This solution is obtained, by omitting intermediate steps, as:

K2 =
VB

δ
=

E·Ad· cos2 Φ
ld

(1)

with:

VB: shear base force;
δ: top displacement;
E: Young’s modulus;
Ad: diagonal cross-section;
Φ: beam–column angle;
ld: diagonal length.

The stiffness of the first-phase K1 can be considered as two times the one of the
second-phase K2:

K1= 2·K2= 2
E·Ad· cos2 Φ

ld
(2)

Furthermore, it is possible to calculate the critical load for the entire system with two
diagonals Vcr (that divide the first from the second phase):

Vcr= Vcr,2= 2·Ncr,d·cos Φ (3)

where Ncr,d is the critical load for a single compressed diagonal, calculable as defined in [1]:

Ncr,d = χ
(
λ,α

)
·βA·Ad·fyd (4)

with:

χ: reduction coefficient for stability problems;
λ: normalized slenderness of the diagonal;
α: imperfection coefficient;
βA: reduction coefficient for local buckling.

The shear value Vpl that brings the diagonal in tension at the yielding is:

Vpl= Vpl,1= Ad·
fy

γm
·cos Φ (5)

By considering the compressed diagonal contributor, three different post-critical be-
haviors are, in general, identifiable (Figure 3):

(1) Instantaneous loss of load;
(2) Relevant softening after the elastic phase;
(3) Plastic behavior caused by relevant post-critical resources of the compressed diagonal.

It can be observed that:

• A squat diagonal (λ � 1, 3) will show a behavior similar to that of curve (3);
• A slender diagonal (λ � 2) will show a behavior like curve (1), typical of cables,

for example;
• A medium-slender diagonal (λ= 1, 4 ÷ 2) will show an intermediate behavior, like

curve (2).

The behavior of the whole CBF is the sum of both compressed and in-tension diagonals.
The global behavior can be seen in Figure 4, where new parameters are defined:
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Vcr,1: critical shear for the single-diagonal system

Vcr,1= Ncr,d·cos Φ (6)

V∗
pl: plastic shear obtained by considering the plastic contributor of the in-tension

diagonal with the critical contributor of the compressed one

V∗
pl= Vpl,1+Vcr,1 (7)

δpl: story drift corresponding to the yielding state in a single-diagonal CBF model

δpl =
fyd·ld·βA

E·cos Φ
(8)

The initial part of the capacity curve (phase I) is characterized by K1 slope until
the critical load Vcr,2. The behavior in phase II depends on the post-critical trend of the
compressed diagonal. Three types of behavior can be identified:

• If the load discharge is instantaneous (line (1) in Figure 4), a vertical line is followed,
until the intersection with the line with stiffness K2 in correspondence to the shear
value Vcr,1;

• If the compressed diagonal has a pseudo-plastic behavior, line (3) is followed, with
a slope equal to K2 = K1/2, reaching the third phase in correspondence to V∗

pl shear
value and δpl displacement;

• If the compressed diagonal has medium slenderness (λ = 1, 8 ÷ 2), it is possible to
reach the third phase with curve (2) characterized by a plastic shear lower than V∗

pl.

Trend (1), which is an extreme case typical of cables, is neglected, including for the
restrictions imposed by the current regulations. Therefore, it is expected that the response
of an X-CBF will be included between the two analytical limit curves (see Figure 4):

• The “Lower-bound” curve, characterized by a second phase with a stiffness K2 less
than half of K1, and achievable by connecting the point in correspondence to Vcr,2
with the one with Vpl,1;

• The “Upper-bound” curve, characterized by a higher second-phase stiffness, equal to
K1/2, and with a plastic shear value equal to V∗

pl.

The field between the two curves represents a “spindle” in which the solutions are
possible. The “lower-bound” curve can be then selected as a capacity curve by operating in
a safe way.

Limit values such as those given in the FEMA274 [18] can be taken as the ultimate
displacement δu of phase III (Table 1).

Table 1. FEMA274 drift limits.

Drift
Performance Level

S5 S3 S1

Transitional 2% 1.5% 0.7%
Permanent 2% 0.5% negligible

3. Numerical Validation

As previously said, the correct modeling of a single-storey X-CBF is generally complex
because of the many variables involved. For this purpose, the X-CBF of Wakabayashi’s
experimental test [12] was analyzed. The test consists of a cyclic imposed displacement
(Figure 5) on an unloaded X-CBF, identified as BC0. The single-storey X-CBF (repre-
sented in Figure 6; the geometric and mechanic characteristics are given in Table 2)
is composed of an H 175 × 175 × 7.5 × 11 column fixed at the base and connected
with an H 250 × 125 × 6 × 9 beam. Beam–column nodes are rigid and with complete
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resistance because they are welded and stiffened with diagonal plates. Diagonals are
H 100 × 50 × 4 × 6 profiles, connected in the middle; one is continuous, and the other is
broken into two parts. The connections on the corners are not explained in Wakabayashi’s
report; thus, the geometries given in [19] were considered (Figure 7).
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Table 2. Geometric and mechanic features of the steel profiles used in the test.

Geometrical Characteristics Mechanical Characteristics

Element h
(mm)

b
(mm)

tw
(mm)

tf
(mm)

fy
(mm)

E
(MPa) E/Est εu

Beam 250 125 6 9 286 204,286 0.012 0.247
Column 175 175 7.5 11 266 204,615 0.0015 0.306
Diagonal 100 50 4 6 325 216,667 0.011 0.231
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The modeling was performed with the SAP2000 code [20] using fiber frame elements
with diffuse plasticity. The initial modeling of the X-CBF follows what is reported in [19]:
a frame fixed to the base, with rigid column–beam nodes, hinged diagonals at the ends
and initial geometric imperfections equal to L/1000, applied in the plane of the CBF, in the
middle of each diagonal semi-length L (Figure 8). The imperfection value was taken from
the Dicleli and Calik relationship [21].
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With this modeling, the experimental cycles showed a pinching slightly higher than
the experimental results. For this reason, a second model was adopted, with rigid parts in
correspondence to the nodal zones (Figure 10).
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As can be seen in Figure 11, the cyclic numerical response (red continuous line)
results very close to the experimental one (black continuous line); thus, the model is
considered validated.
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4. Numerical Comparisons

Once the model was validated, several pushover analyses were carried out using
different profiles for the diagonals (Table 3). A model with all pinned joints was considered.

Table 3. Different profiles and normalized slenderness of the diagonals.

Typology Profile λ A
(
mm2)

Fully rectangular R 50 × 20 4.21 1000
U U 60 × 30 2.91 646

Double T H 100 × 50 × 4 × 6 2.12 952
Hollow rectangular RHS 120 × 40 × 4 1.47 1216
Hollow rectangular RHS 100 × 50 × 4 1.19 1136

The pushover analysis results are given below (Figures 12–16), compared with the
proposed analytical curves. It can be clearly observed that the higher the normalized
slenderness of the diagonal is, the tighter the analytical spindle is. However, the numerical
curves are always inside the proposed pushover spindle. The analytical curves are therefore
generally able to accurately describe the real three-phase behavior of the single X-CBF.
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5. Application to Mono- and Multi-Storey Buildings

Consequent to what was just carried out, it was possible to obtain an estimation of the
overall behavior of an entire structure.

For the mono-floor building case, assuming equal and symmetrical X-CBFs, critical
and plastic shear of the whole structure are calculated by multiplying the quantities of the
single X-CBFs by the number of X-CBFs in the analyzed direction.

Vcr,2,tot= nX-CBFs·Vcr,2,single= nX-CBFs·2 Ncr,dcos Φ (9)

Vpl,1,tot= nX-CBFs·Vpl,1,single= nX-CBFs·Ad
fy

γm
cos Φ (10)

The corresponding critical and plastic displacements are the same as the single X-CBF:

δcr,tot= δcr,single =
fyd·ld

E·cos Φ
·χ·βA (11)

δpl,tot= δpl,single =
fyd·ld·βA

E·cos Φ
(12)

The resulting upper-bound curve is obtained by substituting in the previous relation-
ships, for each X-CBF, the shear value Vpl,1 with V∗

pl.
For the multi-storey building, an optimal design condition, for which buckling and

plasticization occur simultaneously at each level of the building, is assumed. Thus, critical
and plastic shear of the whole-building lower-bound curve is considered equal to the
corresponding values of the first level only (L1; values calculated as in the mono-storey
building case):

Vcr,2,tot= Vcr,2,L1= nX-CBFs,L1·Vcr,2,single,L1= nX-CBFs,L1 · 2 Ncr,d,L1cos Φ (13)

Vpl,1,tot= Vpl,1,L1= nX-CBFs,L1·Vpl,1,single,L1= nX-CBFs,L1 · Ad,L1
fy

γm
cos Φ (14)

Like in the one-floor building case, the upper-bound curve is obtained by substituting
the plastic shear Vpl,1 with V∗

pl.
For a multi-storey building, stiffnesses are determined by adding in series the in-

dividual stiffnesses of all levels. Then δcr,tot and δpl,tot displacements are obtained with
Equations (17) and (18).

K1,tot = 1/∑nlevels
i (1/K1,i) (15)
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K2,tot = 1/∑nlevels
i (1/K2,i) (16)

δcr,tot = Vcr,2,tot/K1,tot (17)

δpl,tot= δcr,tot +

(
Vpl,1,tot−Vcr,2,tot

)
K2,tot

(18)

The summary of the proposed approach is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary table of the relationships defining the proposed analytical curves.

Summary of Analytical Approach

Buckling Point
Plasticization Point

Lower-Bound Curve Upper-Bound Curve

Single X-CBF
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6. Case Studies 
Four case studies with different X-CBF dispositions were analyzed, considering: 

• Mono- or multi-storey buildings; 
• Behavior factor equal to 1 or 4. 

The structures were considered to be located in Tolmezzo (Udine, Italy), on a class B 
ground, with topographic class T1 and a 5% damping coefficient (according to the 
NTC2018 classification, [22]). The nominal design life was considered equal to 50 years, 

Vcr= Vcr,2= 2·Vcr,1 = 2·Ncr,dcos Φ

δcr =
Vcr
K1

K1= 2·K2= 2 E·Ad · cos2 Φ
ld

Vpl= Vpl,1= Ad
fy
γm

cos Φ

δpl =
fyd ·ld ·βA

E·cos Φ

Vpl= V∗
pl= Vpl,1 + Vcr,1

δpl =
fyd ·ld ·βA

E·cos Φ

Mono-floor building
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Vcr= Vcr,2,tot= nX-CBFs·Vcr,2,single

δcr= δcr,single

Vpl= Vpl,1,tot= nX-CBFs·Vpl,1,single
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Vpl= V∗
pl= Vpl,1,tot+Vcr,1,tot

= nX-CBFs· (V pl,1,single+Vcr,1,single)

δpl= δpl,single

Multi-storey building
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6. Case Studies

Four case studies with different X-CBF dispositions were analyzed, considering:

• Mono- or multi-storey buildings;
• Behavior factor equal to 1 or 4.

The structures were considered to be located in Tolmezzo (Udine, Italy), on a class B
ground, with topographic class T1 and a 5% damping coefficient (according to the NTC2018
classification, [22]). The nominal design life was considered equal to 50 years, and the
category of use was II. The collapse limit state (SLC) was adopted as an ultimate limit state.
The normalized slenderness of diagonals was guaranteed between 1.3 and 2, as indicated
in §7.5.5 of the NTC2018 [22]. In addition, for multi-storey buildings, the ratio Ωmax/Ωmin
between maximum and minimum over-strength must be less or equal to 25%.
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6.1. One-Floor Case Studies

The geometrical characteristics (Figures 17–19), the loads (Table 5) and the profiles
used (Table 6) for the analyzed case studies are given below.
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Table 5. Loads applied to the one-floor case studies.

G2,floors 2.50 kN/m2

Qaccidental,roof 1.20 kN/m2

Qsnow 1.33 kN/m2

Table 6. Beam and column cross-sections of the one-floor case studies after vertical static
analysis design.

Element Profile

Beam 1 IPE 400
Beam 2 IPE 330
Beam 3 IPE 300
Beam 4 IPE 240
Column HEB 200

Diagonal − q = 1 RHS 10 × 6 × 8
Diagonal − q = 4 RHS 8 × 4 × 2.5

The results, given in Figures 20 and 21, show a good correspondence between the
numerical curve and the analytical spindle in terms of both stiffness and strength. The
numerical curve is in both cases inside the spindle, with initial stiffness similar to the
analytical one and the value of the plastic strength intermediate to the limit curves.
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6.2. Multi-Story Case Studies

The geometrical characteristics (Figures 22 and 23), the loads (Table 7) and the profiles
used (Tables 8–10) for the multi-storey case studies are given below. The characteristics of
floors and the numbering of the beams are the same as the mono-storey cases (Figure 19).
The structural design was made considering spectral plateau acceleration.
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Diagonal Profiles − q = 4 
Level 1: RHS 100 × 60 × 3 Ad,des,P1

(4)  914 mm2 
Level 2: RHS 100 × 50 × 3 Ad,des,P2

(4)  854 mm2 
Level 3: RHS 80 × 40 × 3 Ad,des,P3

(4)  674 mm2 
Level 4: RHS 60 × 40 × 2 Ad,des,P4

(4)  374 mm2 

Figure 23. Multi-storey building model with SAP2000.

Table 7. Loads applied to the multi-storey case studies.

G2,floors 3.00 kN/m2

Qaccidental,floors 3.00 kN/m2

Qaccidental,roof 1.20 kN/m2

Qsnow 1.33 kN/m2
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Table 8. Beam and column cross-sections of the multi-storey case studies after vertical static
analysis design.

Element Profile

Beam 1 IPE 450
Beam 2 IPE 360
Beam 3 IPE 300
Beam 4 IPE 240
Column HEB 240

Table 9. Diagonal cross-sections of the multi-storey case study with structure factor equal to 1.

Diagonal Profiles − q = 1

Level 1: RHS 300 × 50 × 8 A(4)
d,des,P1

5344 mm2

Level 2: RHS 250 × 50 × 8.5 A(4)
d,des,P2

4811 mm2

Level 3: RHS 250 × 50 × 6.5 A(4)
d,des,P3

3731 mm2

Level 4: RHS 180 × 40 × 4.5 A(4)
d,des,P4

1899 mm2

Table 10. Diagonal cross-sections of the multi-storey case study with structure factor equal to 4.

Diagonal Profiles − q = 4

Level 1: RHS 100 × 60 × 3 A(4)
d,des,P1

914 mm2

Level 2: RHS 100 × 50 × 3 A(4)
d,des,P2

854 mm2

Level 3: RHS 80 × 40 × 3 A(4)
d,des,P3

674 mm2

Level 4: RHS 60 × 40 × 2 A(4)
d,des,P4

374 mm2

The numerical curves fall well within the analytical pushover spindle also for the
multi-story cases, as can be seen in Figures 24 and 25. The stiffness values and strength
limits correctly caught the real behavior of the structures. The lower-bound curve can be
then assumed as the capacity curve for the design of the structure.
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7. Conclusions

In the paper, the elasto-plastic behavior of X-concentric braced steel frames with
active tension diagonal bracings was analyzed. The construction of a pushover “spindle”,
characterized by two trilinear analytical capacity curves, was defined. The proposal proved
to be capable of grasping the real monotonic elasto-plastic behavior of the X-CBFs.

The main points developed in the work are listed below:

• It was first observed that the lateral stiffness of the X-CBFs in the Post-Buckling phase
is not equal to half of the Pre-Buckling phase stiffness but is smaller and variable with
the normalized slenderness of the diagonal.

• Taking these aspects into account, the construction of an analytical pushover “spindle”
was proposed, characterized by lower- and upper-bound curves. Such limit curves
form a field in which numerical pushover curves have to fall. This was proven
by using a model validated through experimental tests. By varying the diagonal
profiles with different normalized slenderness, it was shown that numerical curves fall
always inside the proposed pushover spindle. In addition, the higher the normalized
slenderness of the diagonal is, the tighter the analytical spindle is.

• The proposal was then extended to whole structures by analyzing mono- and multi-
storey buildings. The numerical response of all the analyzed case studies falls back
inside the spindle, which represents a strict strength domain and allows correctly
evaluating the behavior of these types of structures.

• The proposed approach can be directly used in the design phase within the pushover
method and allows a possible analytical control on the results obtained with the
numerical model.
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